Tours for organized adult groups in Ojcow National Park
Trips for organized groups of adults are led by tourist guides through tourist routes designated by the
management of the Ojcow National Park

Let's see everything the Biggest (version 2)
On this route, we will see the best preserved castle on the KrakówCzęstochowa Upland - Castle in Pieskowa Skala (from outside), where
we will get to know its long history; we will watch the Hercules Club
and in Ojców, going between picturesque rocks, we will visit the
Natural History Museum and see a 3D movie, and then we will go to the
top of Chełmowa Mountain where we visit the largest and longest cave
in Ojcowski National Park - Łokietek's Cave!
In the price of this route:
- entrance tickets: Natural History Museum with 3D film + Łokietek
Cave
- a guide in Polish on the entire route

Price list for 2020
20-25 persons

60 PLN

26-30 persons

57 PLN

31-35 persons

56 PLN

36-40 persons

55 PLN

41-50 persons

54 PLN

Additional information:
Sightseeing time: about 4-7 hours depending on the route.
For groups, organized and individual groups, it is possible to plan
your own trip, choose objects and set your own sightseeing route !!!

Included in the price:
hiring a tourist guide of the Ojcowski National Park for the duration
of the trip (1 guide max. 50 participants - basic Park Regulations),
entry to tourist facilities by selected route

one guardian for 10 students - for free! (in the case of school
groups)
with fewer participants, the price to be determined

Warning
prices do not include bus travel and parking fees
there is a possibility of bus transport - to be agreed
there is a possibility to organize a bonfire with sausages and
carriage rides
there is a possibility to order meals for the entire group
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Organizator
Biuro Podróży
ECOTRAVEL
tel./fax. 0-12 681 36 92
rezerwacja@ecotravel.p
www.ecotravel.pl
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